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(A) Introduction:- This paper is concerned with the authenticity of the

compositions included in the Dasam Granth or we can say with the doctrinal
inconsistencies in the Dasam Granth in relation to the idea of avtarhood,i.e.
incarnation of God in different forms human or any, devi pooja (worship of
goddess) shastar as Pir i.e. to worship weapons as the highest spiritual
person, bias against unshorn hair, supporting the use of intoxicants and bias
against woman. To judge all these things we have to take the help of Sikh
tenants and adopt some basic criterion or methodology because these days
animated discussions are going on about the Dasam Granth. The text has
already been analyzed by known scholars from the historical, religious and
theological points of view. Being the student of Sikh philosophy, with due
regards to the analysis already done, I will try to analyze the text in the light
of Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
Sri Guru Granth Sahib is the basic and primary scripture of Sikh
religion. No other scripture can be considered equal to it. This is the only
Scripture in the history of the world religions which was compiled by its
founder Gurus themselves. The fifth Guru Arjan Dev compiled the first
recension and installed it at Harmander Sahib on Bhadon sudi. I, 1604 A.D.
Bhai Gurdas was the first scribe and Baba Budha Ji was made the first
Granthi. Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth and last physical Guru, added the
bani composed by Guru Teg Bahadur, the ninth Nanak Joti and bestowed
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Guruship on the Granth before his final departure in samat 1765 from this
mundane world. So the present recession was prepared under the guidance
of Guru Gobid Singh and while bestowing Guruship on the Granth he
ordained the Khalsa Panth to seek guidance from the Shabad Guru for all
times to come. The three things are very unique with Guru Granth Sahib.
One this is the only scripture which was compiled by its founders, two this
is the only scripture which was bestowed with the status of Guru; three this
is the only scripture in which is included the banis of the saints and
Bhagatas who belonged to the other traditions than Sikhism but which
resemble with Gurbani in their ideology.
The basic criterion with any writing to be judged whether it is
according to the ideology or not, propounded by the Gurus is Guru Granth
Sahib, the Shabad Guru. At the same time, if we take account of the Sikh
tradition, then we can see that when Guru Nanak bestowed Guruship upon
Bhai Lehna, transferred the divine light (Guru Joti) to him, made him
Angad Guru, he also handed over his own compositions and the collections
of Bhagat Bani made by him in the form of the Pothi to the second Guru and
this process was continued. The Sikh revelation is a continual process
through Guru Joti and Guru Jugati from the first Guru Nanak Dev to the
last physical Guru, Gobind Singh. After Guru Gobind Singh, Guru Granth
became the Shabad Guru and Guru Joti and Guru Jugati both resides in the
bani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, as ordained by the Tenth Master, Khalsa
Panth has to take every doctrinal decision in the light of the Shabad Guru.
Guru Granth Sahib is the "Shabad Pramana" for every doctrinal judgment.
Now comes the Dasam Granth which has become the point of
contention. There are so many reasons for this. Many scholars are of the
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opinion that all the compositions included in the Dasam Granth are the
writings of Guru Gobind Singh. But others believe that all the compositions
can not be judged as that of Guru Gobind Singh. It has been proved beyond
doubt that the Granth was compiled thrity or say more years after the final
depature of Guru Gobind Singh from this world. It is believed by some that
the Dasam Granth was compiled by Bhai Mani Singh. The research done by
scholars so far, has shown that, writers like Bhai Santokh Singh, Giani Gian
Singh, Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha etc; had not given any evidence to support
the story of its compilation by Bhai Mani Singh. Bhai Mani Singh was a
very devoted and trustworthy Sikh. If he had compiled the Granth then the
decision with reference to Sukha Singh, Mehtab Singh at Damdama Sahib
would never had been suggested. There comes theological concern also. The
bani,the Shabad Guru Guru Granth Sahib does not encourage a Sikh to take
chance decisions. One is asked to apply reason (vichar) even to comprehend
the shabad. If it had been ever compiled by Bhai Mani Singh, how could the
Sikhs have ignored his testimony? The writings of these classical writers
like Giani Gian Singh, Bhai Santokh Singh, Kesar Singh Chhiber etc; also
need evaluation in the light of the testimony of Sri Guru Granth Sahib and
Sikh tradition. I can give an example to support my view. Some foreign
scholars have asserted that Bhai Chaupa Singh's Rahetnama is most
authentic one because it is the oldest and also Bhai Chaupa Singh had been
in the company of Guru Gobind Singh. But its critical evaluation shows that
there are so many things in this Rahetnama which are in contradiction to
Sikh thought and tradition.
When Khalsa Panth tried to evaluate the compilation supposedly done
by him, Bhai Mani Singh was no more alive to answer the question as to
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which composition belonged to the Guru and which were translations done
by other poets or from other sources. Every body knows this factor that
there were 52 poets of very high caliber, writing in different languages from
Sanskrit to Persian and belonging to different regions and cultures. Much of
the literature got destroyed while crossing river Sarsa. Whatever was later
collected did not come directly from Anandpur and at one time. It was
collected, added from time to time, from various sources scattered all over,
much after the Guru’s demise. The compilation which gave birth to
controversies at its very outset, cannot be taken as fully authenticated. It has
been proved by scholars like Dr. Rattan Singh Jaggi, Dr. Jasbir Singh Mann
that Bhai Mani Singh's Bir, Moti Bagh Bir, Sangrur Bir, Patna Bir and other
Birs in matters of content, number of hymns and chhandas, sequence of
topics, list of writings, distribution of writings, or headings are absolutely
dissimilar. These Birs contain a mixture of material which is from Sikh as
well as other sources. The scholars have shown with proofs that the original
name of the Granth was Bachitar Natak. It is also evident that the
compositions included in the Granth had been added from time to time.
If we take into account the Sikh tradition, as already mentioned, then
we can see that when Guru Nanak bestowed the Guruship on Bhai Lehna,
transferred the Guru Joti to him and made him Angad Guru, he also handed
over his Bani and the collections of Bhagat bani made by him in the form of
Pothis to the second Guru and same was done by Guru Angad when he
bestowed Guruship on Guru Amardas and the process continued. According
to Sikh revelation the same divine light resides in all the ten Gurus and the
methodology (Jugati) is also the same and that is why every Guru used the
name "Nanak" for himself in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Some persons who
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belonged to Guru's family and were aspirants for the Guruship but were
denied the same, had started composing their own bani even at the time of
Guru Amardas using the same stamp "Nanak". We find evidence to this
effect in Sri Guru Granth Sahib as for example in "Anand" by Guru
Amardas such compositions are rejected as Kachibani

and the bani

composed by the Guru is termed the only revealed, true word. Guru Arjan
Dev compiled the bani of the Gurus under the seal and stamp of Nanak to
avoid this mixture along with the bani of Bhagats in one volume and
prepared the scripture of the Sikh religion, the Granth, to which Guru
Gobind Singh added the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur, the Ninth Guru and
bestowed Guruship on the Granth and ordained the Khalsa Panth to seek
guidance from the Shabad Guru for all times to come. All important
doctrinial decisions are to be taken in the light of the Shabad Guru. Bhai
Bano copied the recension compiled by Guru Arjan and added some
compositions to it and Bhai Bano's recension is termed as Khari Bir i.e.
compilation with mixing up.
So if it was possible to imitate the bani of previous Gurus under the
name of Nanak and to add the compositions at will in Khari bir then why it
can not be possible to compose like the Tenth Guru or to add other
compositions to his bani. Moreover as the history of the compilations show,
Guru Gobind Singh did not compile the Dasam Granth himself, it was
compiled almost thirty years after his departure from this world. How a true
and devoted Sikh of Bhai Mani Singh's stature can compile such
compositions in the name of the Guru whome he respected so much so that
he sacrificed his life in the name of the Guru? So it is very difficult to say
that all the compositions included in the Granth are the creation of the
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Tenth Guru himself and the Granth was compiled by Bhai Mani Singh.
Some scholars are of the opinion that these are the literary creations of the
Guru and the literature can include revelation (bani) as (Jaapu Sahib), an
autobiography as (Bachitar Natak), a myth also (as Chaubis Avtar), obscene
compositions also (as Chittropakhian), and political dispatch (as Zafar
Nama). According to Dr. Neki they (those scholars) feel troubled who want
to take the whole compositions as revelation (Bani) of the Guru, but can not
consider the Dasam Granth as revelation (Punjabi magazine Hun, MayAugust 2007). Here, I differ with Dr. Neki on this point. As we have
discussed earlier the same divine light permeated all the ten Gurus and the
Jugati (the praxis) was the same, "joti oha jugati sae seh kaya pher
palatiai." So Guru Gobind Singh carried the same ideology witch was
propounded or founded by Guru Nanak and carried forward by his successor
Gurus. No doubt the Guru can write on any subject, from a simple poetry to
revealed word. My submission is that even a simple poet does not deviate
from his ideology, then how a personality like the Guru, who has got a
mission before him can deviate from his ideology, who has a great
responsibility on him to emancipate the whole people of his country, rather
who has come to emancipate the whole world? We have to see whether the
writings included in the Dasam Granth along with the writings of the Guru
carry the same spirit and ideology which we find in the bani of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib or not? As for example reference to Avtaras in the bani, "so
mukh jale jit kahe thhakur joni ayea?" does the Avtaras carry the same spirit
in Dasam Granth? Similarly while writing on the subject of sex as in
"Chitropakhian" does the spirit is maintained, "so keon manda akhiyai jit
jamene rajan?" or the spirit of, "devi deva pujahi dolahi parbrahamn nahi
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jana"? We will look into all these points. Some scholars, just to defend their
point of view that all the compositions included in Dasam Granth are by the
Tenth Guru, say, that they were composed to inclucate the spirit of valour in
the Sikhs, to warn or to make them aware of the bad consequences of fallen
character. This is no argument as we know that it took almost two and half
centuries and the ten successor Guru Jotis to prepare the Sikhs to become
Khalsa, the foundation of which was laid down by Guru Nanak, "jao to
prem khelan ka chao, sir dhar tali gali mari ayo". or, "eka nari jati sadae."
If

there

was

no

need

of

such

long

preparation

for,

"Gur sangat Kini khalsa, "then why the Guru joti has to take ten forms to
change the psyche of the masses? One writer in his article named, "Baba
Farid da Itihas Te Vam Margian da Granth", says that he does not agree
with the idea that the whole of the Dasam Granth was composed by Ram,
Sham, Kaal, Soom, Harif and Ram Krishan. According to him all these
poets were in the court of Guru Gobind Singh. One can not think even that
any poet living under the aegies of the Guru can compose such writings.
Actually this composition is by some Vam-Margi (tantric) poet. The
vammargis have ten skills or ways. Because of this the book is named
Dasam Granth. After composing this book under some very deep
consipiracy the Bani of the tenth Guru had been added to the book.
According to him this is actually as much dangerous for the Sikhs as for the
Hindus," (by Shri Hari Rattan Yukta, Spokesman, 9th october, 2007). So
keeping all these points in view we should look into these writings in the
light of the Bani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib because that is the basic criteria
with us to point out the doctrinal inconsistencies in these compositions.
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(B) Avtarhood :- Avatarana is noun in Sanskrit language 1 . Its root is
in am and the meaning implied by it is descending, alighting. Ava-tara's
root is in us which means descent. This word has been used in general and
specific senses. In general sense it is used for the appearance of any deity
upon earth but in the specific sense it is used for the incarnations of Vishnu
in ten principal forms. In the third sense any distinguished person in the
language of respect is also called an avatra or incarnation of deity. It is
believed by the Hindus that although God is all-pevading, omnipresent and
is always, even then he appears on eath in special forms through his yogmaya from time to time. God, who is also called Vishnu, has ten major
incarnations viz: the fish (matsya), the tortoise (Kurma), the boar (varaha),
the man-lion (narasimha), the dwarf (Vamna), Rama with the axe
(Parsurama),

Rama

(the

hero

of

Rama yana), Krishna (the prime figure in the Bhagvad Gita), Buddha
(Sidharatha) and Kalki who is yet to appear 2 . The number of avataras differ
in various sources of Hinduism, but ten above mentioned avataras are the
major ones on which every on agrees. The twenty four avataras which have
been mentioned in the Puranas are Narayan (Virat pursha), Brahma, SanakSanadan Sanat kumar, Nar-Narayan, Kapil, Dattatrey, Suash, Haygrib,
Rashabh, Prta, Matsya, Kurma, Hans, Dhanvantri, Vamana, Parashuram,
Mohini, Narsimha, Vedvyas, Ram, Balram, Krishan, Buddh and Kalki 3 .
In Sikhism the theory of incarnation of God in human form or
anyform. i.e. avataraved has been rejected. God has been accepted as the
only Ultimate Reality, all other is his creation. Avataras also form part of
His creation. The names of Ishar, Gorakh, Brahama have been mentioned in
Japuji 4 by Guru Nanak as the creation of God. In Hinduism the Trinity
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(Brahama, Vishnu, Mahesh), the three gods are considered as independent
forces but according to Guru Nanak they are not independent forces. They
are under God because only God is conceived as the supreme force. While
refering to Brahma, one of the gods from Hindu Trinity. Guru Amardas
holds that Brahma was given four Vedas by God. He reflected upon them
but could not understand the divine hukam and committed mistakes, because
of which had been coming and going between heaven and hell 5 . Similarly
He created many kings which are called his avataras. Even they could not
find His end. According to Guru Amardas6 , the avataras embody but only a
small particle of divine. They have been ruling and fighting for pain and
pleasure like other kings. Shiva and Brahma have been serving God but
could not know the truth, because God who is free of fear, is formless and
unknowable. Brahma was involved in maya moh and desire. Mahan Dev i.e.
Shiva, though a man of spiritual knowledge, is full of wrath and ego. Vishnu
(Kisan) is always engaged in reincarnating himself 7 .
Guru Arjan in Gauri Sukhmani 8 holds, that there is only one God and
avtaras are His creation. He has created the uriverse and creatures many
times, has manifested Himself in countless ways. The creation merges in
Him in the end. In reference to Krishan's birthday Guru Argan Dev says that
to say that God was born on the eighth day of moon (the birthday of
Krishna) is utter nonsense. It is illogical to say that God takes birth and die.
Body is fallible and how a fallible thing can be perfect? To offer sweets to
godstone is a mistake. The Guru curses those who say that God comes in
cycle of birth and death 9 .
It is held in Akal Ustati also that God has created the whole expanse
of the universe. He has created many Indras, upindras, Brahmas and Rudras
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and then He thimself destroyed them10 . It is further told 11 that Shiva came to
this world, went sway, then he came back. There are also many avtaras like
Ramchandra and Krishana. There have been so many Brahmas, Vishnus and
Puranas. There have been so many avataras like Ashvanis Kumaras and
Hansa avataras. All lived on this earth and then were absorbed in the earth.
"They may be Ramas, Krishnas and Rasuls but nobody is acceptable to Him
without meditation on His Name12. According to Guru Gobind Singh God is
inscrutable (agadhe), fearlers (abhai), unity without another (advai), the
begining (adi) and eternal (abinasin). He is beyond (Preampra), supreme
(param), perfect (puran) and all light (Parkash). The process is going on.
He creates, destroyes and creates again13.
So we can see that the theory of God taking birth as avtara has been
rejected in the bani of Siri Guru Granth Sahib as well as in Akal Ustat also.
In Jaap Sahib in the very begining it is told that God has no specific
physical appearance, He has no colour, caste or subcaste. Nobody can
describe His features or complexion. He is addressed as Eternal Being, SelfEffulgent, Possessor of inifinite powers. In the whole of Jaap Sahib such
qualities of God are described. Then under the light of the bani of Sri Guru
Grunth Sahib, Jaap Sahib and Akal Ustat, how one can say that Guru
Gobind Singh would have composed such literature as Chaubis Avataras, i.e
Krishan Avtar and Ram Avtara just to create the sense of bravery in the
Sikhs, who has taken the form of Khalsa, when it is against the spirit and
tenents of Sikh ideology. The internal evidence of Choubis Avatar shows
that they are the compositions of some poets called Shyam and Ram as
mentioned in the very beginning that now I describe the twenty four
incarnations as I have seen their performances. The saints listen attentinely,
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Shyam is describing it according to his intellect. More over, God here is not
temed as "Akal" as in Akal Ustal; rather every where it is termed as "Kal"
which is not a proper term because "Akal" means which is above time and
death both. Kal means happening in time and death and both are not
applicable to God. In the Bani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib nature (Kudrit) is
not independent of God, it is the creation of God, God is the Creator. Here
in Chaubis Avtara Purakh and Prkriti (nature) have been considered two
different realities which is purely the theory of creation in Samkhya system
of Indian philosophy. Here and there just to misguide the psyche of common
man it is told that Kal Purakh ordered Vishnu to incarnate himself though in
the very begining it is told that when Sankhasur flourished and made the
world to suffer then God (nkg) Himself incarnated as fish. Then it is
mentioned that while killing Sankhasur, liberating the Vedas and
annihilating enemies the Lord earned the great glory. The question is when
God is described as Nirvair in Mulmantra because he has no equal to
Himself how He can be termed in battle with enemies? and why He should
especially save the Vedas? All these discriptions are contradictory to the
Gurmati Philosophy. At the end of the story of every incarnation it is
mentioned that the episode so and so of Bachitar Natak ends e.g. fJfs ;q h
pfusq BkNe rq z E / , wZ S ntsko, ;z y k;[ o pXj, ;wkgsw ;s[ ;a [ G w ;s[ . No where
it is mentioned that the so and do story of Dasam Granth ends here. It
means these compositions are the part of some Bachitar Natak composed by
the poet Shyam which is written as Syam. The language used in these
compositions has no resemblance to the language of Jaap Sahib or Akal
Ustati. It is very clearly told by the poet Shyam at some places that he is
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telling the story in poetry as for example in "Ata Shir samundr mathan....."
he says that gods and demons jointly churned the ocean which has been
described by Shyam, the poet in poetry.
“fwfb

d/ t

nd/ t B

f;z X [

wE:' .

Efp

;[ : kw

eftsB

wfX

efE:' ’ .”(2)
In Sri Guru Granth Sahib tantra and mantra i.e. magical rites are
related with superstition and fraud and has been rejected. Guru Nanak
especially in Rag Maru while talking about situation before creation i.e. the
unmanifested position of God, before the creation of the world, talks about
tantra and mantra along with the incarnation of Vishnu in the form of
Krishna :
“Bk ;[ f u ;z i w[ s[ b ;h wkbk.. r' g h ekB[ B rT{ r[ n kbk..
sz s [ wz s [ gkgz v [ B e' J h B e' tz ; [ tikfJdk” (S.G.G.S 8.1035)
The Guru says that before manifestation neither existed ritual purity,
or vows or restrains, nor wearing of basil rosaries. Then neither existed
Krishna's milk maids or Krishna, neither cows or cowherd. Neither magical
rites, nor superstitious frauds nor any player on flute. Similarly Guru Arnaj
says in Rag Suhi that I do not know magical practices, incantations and false
shows, my heart is attached to the Lord. With the collyrium of the Name
only such attain vision alone who have realized the truth by the master's
word:
sz s [ wz s [ gkyz v [ B ikDk okw[ fod? wB[ wkfBnk..
nz i B[ Bkw[ fs;? s/ ;{ M ? r[ o ;pdh ;u[ ikfBnk..( S.G.S.P 766)
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Though just to create a confusion it is told in "Atth Chaubis Avtara"
that God is uninfluenced by the omens and the auspicious time etc. is known
to the whole world. He can not be pleased by charms, mystic formulas and
magical formulas and nobody could attain Him through different garbs:
iz s q wz s q sz s q B foMkfJnk.. G/ y eos feBj{ z Bfj gk:k..7. (uT[ p h;
nT[ s ko)
Then why the Guru should promote the incarnation of Vishnu and his
tantra-mantra for the saving of Dharma or to destroy the demons and evil
forces? As told in "Ath Nar Narayan Avtar Kathanan"
;[ o / iz r jkfo:’ eh:’ fp;a B wz s q . G:' nz s q X :kBz eoZ : ' skB[ sz s q . wjK
w' j Bh o{ g Xko:' nB{ g z . Se/ d/ f y d' T { fdfs:fdfs G{ g z .
In the war of gods and demons when the gods got defeated then
Vishnu after consulting them vanished with the help of his magical formulas
i.e. tantric skills. He took the novel form of Mahan Mohini and the domons
as well as gods both became very elated while seeing him. Similarly in
"Atth Bairah Avtar Kathanan" Vishnu is termed

as Bhagwan who

distributed wine and nectar both. This is also against the Gurmat ideology.
Any type of intoxication is prohibited in Gurmat philosophy and no
incarnation can take the place of God:
d:' pkN wd:z w nwfd:z GrtkBz .
rJ/ mkw mkwz ;p? d/ t dkBz . HHH11
There are so much contradictions in the narration itself. For example in
above mentioned quote Vishnu is termed as God (Bhagwan) but in "Atth
Bawan Avtar Barnan" it is told that when the gods worshipped
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"Kalpurkhan" (not Akal), God (ekbg[oyz) commanded Bishnu (Vishnu) to
assume the eighth incarnationin, the form of Bawana (Vaman).In "Atth
Parasam Avtar Kathanan" the hold of Khatri caste on the whole earth is
talked about which disturbed the gods because all the demons took the form
of khatries. So they praised and worshiped "Kal Purakh who to help gods
and punish Khatris ordered Vishnu to incarnate as Parasram." Way 'Kal
Purakh" should be partial in attitude to Khatris? Does God or Sikhism
believe in caste system so that God or Sikhism should be against 'Khatri's?
Why the idea of caste system and enmity by 'Kalpurakh' to Khatris should
be promoted by the Tenth Guru? Is it according to Sikhism?
ekb g[ o y[ eh eoh pvkJh. fJw nkfrnk sjA s / fsfB nkJh.3.
s[ w Xo' fp;B ntskok. j[ B j[ ;Z e q e/ ;sq ;[ X kok .†.
Similarly Brahamn has been termed as Vishnu himself which is also
considered the Creator of the universe. It is in sharp contradiction to the
bani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib where in the very begining God has been told
as the Creator of the universe " » ;fsBkw[ eosk g[ o yHHHH" Why the Guru
should promote the idea of Brahama as creator which is against the Gurmat
ideoloy? Why the Guru should reestablish the glory of Vedas and Shastras
from where Guru Nanak has taken out the Sikhs?
**np T[ u o' eEk fuokBh. fi; T[ g i: pq j wk ;[ o frnkBh.
us[ o kBB nx UxB josk, T[ g i:' ;eb f;q ; fN e' eosk**
Similiarly in Rudra Avtar narration it is told that when the earth got
loaded with creation and the people were busy with Dharam and Karam, had
abandoned the Yoga, the earth assuming the form of cow went to 'God' and
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prayed for the destruction of the creatures. "Kalpurkh" accepting her prayer
commanded Bisan to assume the form of Rudar and destroy the life on
earth. In Sri Guru Granth Sahib it is told that a human being comes on earth
only when God places His Light in him, then how the Guru can narrate the
story of such an Avtara who comes on earth just to destroy the life and why
the Guru should like to reestablish Yoga on earth? According to the Guru:**J/ ;ohok w/ f onk jfo s[ w wfj i' f s oyh sk s{ ir wfj nkfJnk.(gz B k 921)
It has nothing to do with Sikhism. In Rudra narration, the death of Gauri,
Jallandhar narration etc. it is talked about miracles, demons, ghosts etc. who
are all related with destruction and war. They are nothing to do with the
teachings of the Guru. What type of bravery, sense of fighting they create in
the minds of the Sikhs who were ready to give their lives on the one word of
the Guru? The Gurus do not believe in all these demons, ghosts, destruction
and all such ugly things. Where is the need of the Guru to tell such
irrelevant stories to his followers when the martyrdom of Guru Argan Dev
and Guru Tegh Bahadur was there to create the spirit of bravery in the
Sikhs? When spiritualism and wordliness are combined by the Guru there is
no need of the shallow stories. Gurbani is enough to create and encourage
such spirit.
The narration is neither in the Sikh spirit nor in the Hindu spirit
because both these religions do not believe in getting nymphs (beautiful
women) as reward to some good work. According to the Sikh code of
conduct no body is allowed to even touch the woman belonging to the
enemy after defeating the enemy. It is against the Sikh code of conduct to
misbehave with the ladies of defeated warriors. Here it is told that "The
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warriors who killed in action married after search, the fairies of their
choice."
J/ e J/ e poh nB/ e B j/ f o j/ f o ;{ jo ..8..
This is totally a Muslim concept that one marries or get a 'hoor' or
fairy as reward.
There is a lot of contradicition in the whole narrative. Sometimes
Shiva is shown helping Indra Dev and sometimes Indra is shown throwing
weapons on Shiva, the sea not accepting Shiva as Avtar etc. All the gods are
shown without a beard in the Hindu images may be it is Ram or Krishana
though they got born as human beings but here it is told that Jallandhar
demon caught Brahama from his beard and make him to weep. He
vanquished Indra and took upon on his head Indra's royal umbrella.
geo ;w; s/ pq j w o[ t k:' .
fJz d q ifs f;o Ssq Y[ o k:' . †.
And how the miracles are related to Sikhism? Such actions are
rejected in Sikhism, they are not approved of. It is also contradictory to the
concept of God as Creator. It is told that when they prayed to Shiva that we
could not realize your might and grahdeur, You are a great sage and mighty
warrier. On hearing this Shiva became compassionate and he united a hegoat's head to the king's (Daksh's) body:
jw s[ w o' jfo Ui B ikBk. s[ w j' wjk sgh pbtkBk..
;[ B s puB GJ/ o[ d q feq g kbk. nik ;h; fBq g i' ’ fo T[ s kbk..48..
Shiva who is god of destruction, according to Hindu trinity, is
depicted here as highly tortured by lust after the death of his wife Gauri and
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suffered on this count, then, once highly upset Shiva burnt to ashes the god
of lust himself. While reading this incident one wonders what concern this
episod has with Sikh tenents? The teachings of Gurbani guides a man how
to control one's passions like Kam, Krodh or ahankar and lead a balanced
life. The question of over-indulgence in passions or burning of desires do
not
arise at all.
In the "Atth Jallandhar Avtar Kathanan" it is told that Narard when
demanding brinjals from Lakshmi on feeling hungry was refused the same.
Then Narad cursed her to be a demon woman and be the wife of Jallandhar.
There is no concept of curse and boon in Sikhism. What type of warrior
spirit it creates? Here again the creation of Brinda from Lakshami's shadow
is against the Sikh tenents. In the same context it is told that Shiva
contempolated on Shakati and she had compassion on him and he became
strong. According to Sikhism only God is to be worshiped, none else. Here
it is commanded that everybody should worship Chandika. If it is written by
Guru Gobind Singh how he can order his Sikhs to worship Chandika by
which one will be purified:
ibz X oh sk fdB s/ Bkwk. igj[ uz f vek ek e' ;p ikwk.
sk s/ j' s gftsq ;ohok. ;iw rQ J / ib rz r rjhok..27..
God has been envisaged without any form or body. But here in "Atth
Bisanu Avtar Kathan" it is told that when the demons dominates and occupy
the earth then earth burdened with sins makes an appeal and Lord shows
mercy to it. Then taking the partial essence of all gods and placing himself
primarily there in, Vishnu assumes various forms and take birth in the house
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of Aditya. Incarnating himself Vishnu makes the earth free of demons in
diverse ways. After making the earth free of the burden absorbed himself in
the "Kalpurakh". Now if we look seriously into these lines we will see that
they are not only in contradiction to Gurbani they are self-contradictory
also. Here Vishnu is equated to God at one place then he is supposed to get
absorbed himself in God. At the same time God is termed here as 'Kal
Purakh' which means God is in time. He dies and takes birth though the
worthy translators of Dasam Granth in English have translated it as
"Timeless Lord" May be either they do not understand the meaning of 'Kal'
or they cannot differentiate between 'Kal' and 'Akal', or they are doing it
with some hidden agenda. you can find thousands of contradictions in the
whole narration of 'Chaubis Avtaras'. In the narration of "Madhu Kaithb
Badhan" again the poet Shyam asserts that the day when Vishnu got
conscious or incarnates to kill the demons Madhu and Kaitabh, the poet
Shyam takes it as fourteenth incarnation of Vishnu. This clearly shows that
the narration of twenty four incarnations is composed by some poet known
as Shyam, not by the Tenth Guru. Even the translators has written the name
of the poet as Shyam. They do not term it as Guru Gobind Singh.
In "Arihant Dev Avtar Kathanan" it is told that Vishnu while singing
the praise to 'Kal Purakh' received this decree and incarnated himself as
Arihant and started new faiths and one of them was the cult of "Srevrhe" or
Jainism. He gave them (the demons) pluckers to make them tuftless or
hairless, forbade them to sacrifice any animal or made them non-violant so
that they could not perform any Yajna. Guru Nanak says in Rag Majh about
the Jaina sects that they pluck their head hair and drink foul water, beg and
eat other's leavings, are scared of water, their heads are plucked like
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sheep...they are neither Yogis nor Jangams, nor are they Mohammadans,
cursed of God they wander about as lost..." While saying that the
compositions like "Chaubis Avtaras" are by Guru Gobind Singh do we want
to say that the things and practices which were rejected and criticized by
Guru Nanak are being reinterpreted and reestablished by Guru Gobind
Singh? Guru Gobind Singh forbade his Khalsa to shave. So how can he
promote such idea as plucking of hair ?
The whole of Sri Guru Granth Sahib is the song of the self which is
separated from the Divine, how to achieve Him and for this purpose many
symbols have been used to express the intensity and yearning of the self for
the union with the Divine and the best used symbols are of husband and
wife. God has been termed as husband and human self as wife. And the
union is described as the oneness of both, where does not remain any
distinction between the two. Here in contradiction to Gurbani in Chandra
Avtara it is told that, "No woman was serving her husband, nor worshiped
any gods because they were not suffering from the desire of sex so they
were not humble to their husbands. So 'Kal Purakh' asked Vishnu to
incarnate himself as 'Chandra' i:e, moon. Then Vishnu incarnated himself as
Chandra so that men could be winners. He incarnated himself as Moon and
showed arrows of lust on women. What concern this story has with Gurmat?
What does it teach to the Sikhs? What type of "Sant Sipahi" they will be
while following this ideology?
In 'Ram Avtar' it is told that when king Dashrath was sad over the
death of Shrawan and the end of his parents then he heard the revelation that
he will have a son named Ram who will be Vishnu incarnated and while
killing Rawana who has twenty arms and thus erase the pride of Shiva. It
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seems here that it is the war between the followers of deities i.e. Vishnu who
incarnated as Ram Chandar and Shiva whom Rawana worships. Here the
teachings of the Vedas and Shastras are elaborated which have no concern
with Sikhism. Again its Yajna performance is related with miracles which
are rejected in Gurbani because they are contradictory to the concept of
"Hukam" the Divine Will in Gurmat It is told that Raja Dashrath was given
Khir by Yajna Purash who distributed it among his queens. They conceived
babies and after the twelve months of pregnancy, to one Ram Chandar was
born and to others Bharat, Lachhman and Shatrughan were born. It is
something very unnatural. Would the Guru repeat such things in his
writings?
In "Ram Avtar" the beauty of Sita has been described when she
accompanies Rama to the Jungle in exile. It is told that her eyes seem
intoxicated with wine or like red rose. Jasmine flowers also feel jealous and
deer also feel humiliated seeing her. Even wine can not cause so much of
enchantment as Sita has even if it uses all its powers. Her brows are
beautiful like bow and with it she shoots the arrows of her sight." The
question arises would the Guru use such language to describe the beauty of
Sita & would he compare the look of her eyes with wine intoxication?. Guru
is not a simple poet who can say anything, he is the Guru. In the whole of
description of the Avtaras, one way or the other, it is referred to the demons
as well as Duraga or Kali Devi. Sikhism does not follow the cult of Durga
or Kali Devi. So it can not be envisaged as the writings of the Guru.
In Krishana Avtar, the twenty first incarnation of Vishnu, in the
begining it is told that the earth frightened of sins went to Brahma (one
scholar has translated Brahma as Lord God). Brahma went there at Khir
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Sagar (ocean of milk) where Kal Purakh (God) sat. Kal Purakh asked
Vishnu to take birth as Krishana and at the command of God to help the
saints Vishnu took birth at the Mathura area. (nEfeq ; a B ktsko fJZ e h;weEBz B
1,2,3). It is also told that all the miracles Krishna showed are recorded in
the tenth chapter of Bhagwat Purana of which I have told eleven hundred
and ninety two while sitting at

Anandpur (according to Dr. Jaggi the

remaining at Paunta Sahib). Dr. Jodh Singh and Dr Dharam Singh have
translated "I" as Guru. It can be the poet Shyam whose name is mentioned
also because at Paunta Sahib a special place has been demarcated where the
fifty two poets of Guru used to sit and recite their poetry. At another place
in "Atth Krishan Janam) it is told that Devki did not take the child as her
son but took him as God (jfo). She bowed at, fell at his feet and Krishna
realized that she has recognized his truth so he made the wall of Maya firm.
(57-58). The contradiction is very much clear that in the beginning Kal
Purakh is being shown as commanding Vishnu to take birth as Krishna and
at another place Vishnu is depicted as God taking birth as Krishna. Which is
not only contradictory in itself but it is also against Gurmat because
according to Sikh revelation God does not come into birth and death.
The second point to be noted is that in the begining, it is shown that
the poet is asking for the grace of Chandika while concentrating on whose
qualities he can annihilate the evils and develop the highest intellect.
Without her grace he is not capable of uttering a single word and on the boat
of her name he can get across the world of poetry (5). Then he asks his mind
to remember Sharda, the possessor of innumerable qualities. When she will
bestow her grace he would compose this Bhagwata (6). All this shows that
this can not be the composition of Guru Gobind Singh. He the Guru, who
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believes only in one God can not ask for the grace of Chandika or Sharda,
and how he can term Chandika as "Annihilator of all discomforts, provider
of all spiritual powers, emancipator of all who seek her shelter" so on and so
forth and how the Guru can, who believes in God who is, "Without name,
place and caste, who has no form, colour or line, Primal Being, Bountiful,
unborn, who is beginningless and Endless. Who has no specific land or garb,
nor have any Form, set of lines or desires, has manifested Himself as love in
all directions and corners...(Jaapu Sahib.80) can say that,

"Chandi" is

capable of blessing and providing noble thoughts: give your blessing to this
servant so that he can complete this Granth (volume Krishana Avtar (7).
Every where the poet mentions Krishan as Hari means God.
;' f J oj/ jfo ih sp jh efp B/ ng[ B / wB w? ;[ y gk:' . .5..
wks rfj:' fo; e? ;[ s e' sp b? fSNhnk sB skfjz gq j kfo:' . .
sT[ wB wfX vfo:' jfo ih i;[ X k i;[ X k efo e? i[ g[ e kfo:’..
d/ y j[ nkfJ ;p? w[ f j e' w[ y wks efj:' sp sks g;kfo:' . .
;q : kw ej? fsB nkBB w? ;G jh Xo w{ o fs fp;t fdykfo:' . . 132 ..
Here again the poet Shyam mentions his own name. Similarly again
and again he mentions his own name Shyam then why to doubt it?
;q : kw efj:' w[ y s/ r[ g hnk fJj ekBQ f;y/ s[ w pks Gbh j? . (252)
What type of teaching is thre for the Khalsa in the narration of "nE
uho joB eEBz"? Krishana after stealing the clothes of the Gopis ask them
to fulfill his wishes like, "to allow him to Kiss them all and to play with
their breasts". and "my heart is pleased as my eyes enjoy a rich feast of your
bodies."
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;G jh w[ y u{ w B d/ j [ efj:' u[ w j? jw j{ z s[ w rfB j' .
no s' ’ oB d/ j [ efj:' ;G jh e[ u Bkso jT[ s[ w e' jfB j' . (266)
GrtkfB byh ng[ B / wB w? A fJj rP k ofB w' fgfy w? B Goh.
sp jh sfi ;z e ;G? wB eh fsB e/ ;z f r wkB[ y e/ b eoh.
jfo ih efo y/ b feX" fJB ;' iB[ ekw ioh fJj ehB ioh.
efp ;:kw ej? fgyt' s[ w e" s [ e ekBQ jfo:' fe joh ;[ joh. 472 .
Time and again the poet mentions his name as Shyam which even a
simple reader can judge himself. Was there any need for the Guru to write
himself as Shyam? There is no mention of " T [ s kok yk;/ d;sys ek. gks;a k jh
10" It means "Chaubis Avtaras" can not be the writings of Guru Gobind
Singh.
One scholar while talking about Sri Guru Granth Sahib and Dasam
Granth says that in reality the objective of the bani of Dasam Granth is
identical (fJe o{g) to Guru Granth Sahib but not similar." I think the
scholar seems to be unable to understand the difference between bani and
narration. Bani according to Sikhism is revealed word. There are only few
selected compositions in Dasam Granth which are the revealed word or
bani. All other compositions are narrations and part of Bachitar Natak and
at the same time are not of very good taste. Most of them are the part of
Simriti Granthas of Hinduism i.e. Puranas. The scholars of Hindu Shastras
do not place Puranas at a very high place. They are considered as mere
stories. So it is wrong and against Gurmat philosophy to term them as bani
or of high value.
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The second point he takes is that Sri Guru Granth Sahib is the source
of Spiritualism only. There is no technique or methodology and constitution
in Sri Guru Granth Sahib related with organization of religion. Here again
he is misleading. Sikhism is the only religion where spiritualism and
worldliness are combined, miri (whoh) which represents worldliness and
piri (ghoh) which represents spiritualism are not separate entities. They are
united. They are not parallel to each other but compensatory to each other.
To be a Khalsa one has to be a Gurmukh. Without becoming a Gurmukh or
Saint one can not fight for the injustice, one can not pray for the good to all
and spiritualism is of no use (as in the case of Yogis) without being a
defender of the faith. Faith does not mean Sikhism only, it means the
freedom of faith, the freedom to believe. The foundation of the Khalsa and
the methodology, the constitution was laid down in the bani of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib when Guru Nanak said, "should you seek to engage in the
game of love, step into my street with thy head placed on thy palm. While
on to this stepping, ungrudgingly sacrifice your head.”
iT[ sT[ gq / w y/ b D ek ukT[ . f;o Xo sbh rbh w/ o h nkT[ .
fJs wkor g? o Xohi? f;o dhi? ekD B ehi? . . (S.G.G.S. P . 1412.)
Khalsa is actually the practical manifestation of this revelation. As
referred to by Bhagat Kabir that in the seat of superconsciousness was
struck the kettle-drum and the weapon hit the target of the heart. As the hero
has taken the field, now is the occasion to wage battle. The true hero is one
who fights in defence of the humble, is cut limb after limb, and flees not the
field:
rrB dwkwk pkfiT[ gfoU fB;kB/ xkT[ .
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y/ s [ i[ wKfvU ;{ o wk np i{ M D e' dkT[ . 2.
;{ o k ;' gfjukBhn? i' bo? dhB e/ j/ s [ .
g[ o ik g[ o ik eN wo? epj{ B Skv? y/ s [ .
(Grs epho, gz B k S.G.G.S.P. 1105)
This is a unique way of the living of a Khalsa. The prototype of
Khalsa is the Gurmukh of Gurbani not any incarnation of Vishnu like
Krishana or Ram. The organizational aspact very much started with Guru
Nanak when he settled at Kartarpur and installed Bhai Lehna as Guru Angad
on the spiritual throne. Guru Angad settled at Khadur, Mata Khivi looked
after the institution of Langar. The Guru started the teaching of Gurmukhi
script, to make the Sikhs a strong and healthy nation arranged for the
playing of different sports. Then Guru Amardas established the twenty two
preaching centres, made Langar compulsory in an organized manner. Guru
Ramdas started the diging of Sarovar at Ramdas Chak wich was completed
by Guru Arjan Dev along with the construction of Harmandar Sahib,
establishing another Sarovar at center at Tarn Taran compiled the first
recention of Guru Granth Sahib. Guru Hergobind initiated the combination
of Miri and Piri. It took almost two hundred and fifty years to prepare the
Sikh pschy to become a Khalsa and Guru Gobind Singh himself bestowed
Guruship on the Granth after him and ordered the Khalsa to seek guidance
from Sri Guru Granth Sahib, not the Dasam Granth which has no historical
proof to be there.
As the Sikh revelation in the form of Guru Joti and Guru Jugati is a
continual process, from Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh, similarly the
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organizational aspact is also a continual process from Guru Nanak to Guru
Gobind Singh. The difference between a Manmukh (self oriented) and
Gurumukh (Guru oriented) has been established in Guru Granth Sahib.
There is a lot of bani on this aspact and we do not find any mention of these
words in Dasam Granth especially in the narration of Avtaras. Man is ever
aspired to fight with the evil forces and live in dignity in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib. There is no place for dualism in Sikhism. I think the honourable
scholar does not understand the meaning of dualism philosophically.
Sikhism believes in one relity i.e. God, not in any other relity than God as in
some schools of Indian philosophy which believe in two or more realities.
He says that Guru Granth Sahib is centred on to struggle against selforientedness (wBw[ y skJh) and Dasam Granth stresses to fight against selforiented (wBw[ y ). But he must know that self-orientedness (wBw[ y skJh)
cannot exist without self-oriented i.e Manmukh. You can not fight in the air.
Ego-centred person (Manmukh) is the carrior of ego-centreism (wBw[ y skJh).
So to fight self-orientedness (wBw[ y skJh) you have to fight against the selfcentred person (Manmukh). To be a Khalsa is the highest achievement on
the path of spiritualism i.e. self realization which has been termed as
Sachiar or Brahamgyani or Gurmukh or a Khalsa. To be an Amritdhari is
not a formality. It is the highest spiritual stage.
Every Sikh who Khows about Japuji Sahib or Asa di Var also know
about Jaapu Sahib and Swayas may be he is Amritdhari or non-amridhari.
Because these are also banis. There is no questioning of that. But this is not
applicable on all the compositions included in Dasam Granth.
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As we mentioned in the very beginning of this article one scholar is of
the opinion that the Katha-kahanis (the stories) included in Dasam Granth
are as much against Hinduism as against Sikhism. So to say that, “If a
special spiritual path (;[ s q p X) is to be systematized in the nation, politics is
to be agreed as the inseparable part of religion and the political interests of
the nation special has to be kept safe, then eEkg[ B hs (sacred narratives of
the past) has to be agreed as important part of religion.” The point is O.K as
far as the sacred narrative has to be the part of religion to keep the political
interest of the nation-special safe but the point is that Sikhism is totally
independent religion. It has independent sacred literature which has nothing
to do with Hinduism. The bani of the Bhagatas, may be they were Hindus or
Muslims which had similar approach and ideology was included in the
sacred scripture of the Sikhs, Sri Guru Granth Sahib. So there is no need to
say that it is necessary to sing the narrations of earlier thought which was
rejected by Guru Nanak. A Sikh is asked never to leave the path of truth to
achieve his goal. Even Guru Gobind Singh never taught the Khalsa to
deviate from the path laid down by his predecessors. Guru never fought with
any body on foul tricks but he taught his Khalsa the skill to be used for
which there is no need of Hindu Puranic stories which are full of
cunningness, of deceit and twists. The banis which are directly from Guru
Gobind Singh are not under question, no body doubts them such as
Zafarnama or Jaapu Sahib or Akal Ustat or Swayas or other compositions
which are in tune with the spirit of Sikhism as preached and practiced by the
ten Gurus. Guru Nanak was as much near to the people as Guru Gobind
Singh in spirit and action both. He says:
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Bhuk nz d fo Bhu ikfs, Bhuh j{ nfs Bhu[ . .
BkBe[ fsB e? ;z f r ;kfE tfvnk f;T[ A fenk oh;..
fiE? Bhu ;wkbhnfB fsE? Bdfo s/ o h py;h;.. (S.G.G.S.P. 15)
Why the learned scholar wants to deviate the Sikh pschy from the
spirit of “the same light permeated him, the same praxis-only the Master his
visible form had changed”.
i' f s Ujk i[ r fs ;kfJ ;kfj ekfJnk c/ f o gbNhn? . .(gz B k 966)
Guru Nanak did what was needed to start the new religion. He started
a mission and made arrangements to continue the path and Guru Gobind
Singh completed that mission and he did what was needed to complete and
achieve that mission. The Gurus never believed in natak-chetak because it is
related with love to other than God, Maya, Duja Bhau. Natak-Chetak
misleads the followers. Neither they believed in the miracles or other ridhisidhis because all these things become hindrance on the path to follow the
divine will. Guru Gobind Singh, while converting the Sikh-Sangat into
Khalsa followed the divine will, the hukam which is, according to Japuji
within the human being. There is evolution and continuity of thought from
Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh but it has nothing to do with previous
tradition or ideology Guru Nanak started afresh and Guru Gobind Singh
followed. Guru Nanak has made it very clear in Asa Di Var when he
comments upon the Gopis and Krishan and upon those people who perform
mimicry of Krishan, Guru can be a follower (Chela) and follower can be a
Guru was founded by Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh followed it in
full-spirit. The scholar is trying to establish that Sikhism has originated
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from the same source from where originated Hinduism as Vedic religion.
This is mis-conception and misguiding also. The poets have clearly
mentioned their names so many times as Shyam and Ram why he is
imposing these names on Guru Gobind Singh? To show the continuity with
the earlier traditions of Hinduism and the belief in incarnation of God, the
scholar has taken the example of Swayas composed by Bhatt poets which
are included in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. But he must know that they have the
same back ground where he is trying to trace the origin of Sikhism i.e.
Hindu tradition & term the Guru as avtar.

I only want to ask one question that if all the compositions included in
the Dasam Granth are composed by Guru Gobind Singh then where are the
compositions of fifty two poets who resided under the protection of Guru
Gobind Singh ?
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Akal Ustat.
Koti inder upinder banae.

11.

Akal Ustat.
Ek siv bhae ek gae ek pher bhae.
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Akal Ustat.
Kai ram krishan rasul. Bin bhagat ko na Kabul.

13.

Jaap Sabip

Agadhe abadhe. Anandi sarupe.
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